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In a 2015 YouGov survey, when asked to plot themselves on a sexuality 

scale:

19%of British people chose something other than ‘100% straight or 

gay/lesbian’

This figure rises to 43% among 18 – 24-year old’s. 3% of these 

respondents identified as bisexual



Terminology

Bi is an umbrella term used to describe a person’s romantic and/or sexual attraction 

towards people of more than one gender. Not everyone who’s attracted to people of more 

than one gender identifies as bi.

Bi people may describe themselves using one or more of a wide variety of terms, 

including, but not limited to: bisexual, pan, queer, and other non-monosexual identities. 

Understanding the meaning of terms like these will help you better support bi people. 



Terminology

Sexual orientation can be fluid and coming out as bi could be a part of someone coming 

out as having a monosexual identity; however, someone’s identity, at that time, as 

determined by them, is bi, and consequently shouldn’t be questioned.



Everyday life

32% of bi people aren’t open about their sexual orientation to anyone in their family, 

compared to 10% of gay men and 5% of lesbians

19% of bi people say that their religious community isn’t welcoming towards LGBT 

people

1 in 5 LGBT people aren’t out to any healthcare professionals about their sexual 

orientation when seeking general medical care. This number rises to 40% of bi men and 

29% of bi women



Everyday life

‘Being bisexual means finding yourself excluded by gay people and straight people in 

social settings. I only tell my friends about my sexuality, meaning it is hidden from my 

family and my work colleagues. Bisexuality is a hidden sexuality through people's lack of 

acceptance. Kendra, 32 (Scotland)

LGBT in Britain – Home and Communities (2018) Stonewall

LGBT in Britain – Health (2018) Stonewall



Barriers to bi inclusion

ErasureExclusion

Denial Stereotyping



Bi denial

Questioning the existence of bi identities or of certain groups of bi people (e.g. bi men, bi 

people of colour, bi trans people and bi non-binary people). 

Believing that bi people need to ‘make up their minds’ or ‘stop sitting on the fence’.

Viewing bi people as confused about their sexual orientation or on their way to another 

identity.

Questioning the need for bi-specific work and expecting bi people to make do with gay 

and lesbian work.



Bi denial



Bi stereotyping

Viewing bi people as greedy, promiscuous or incapable of monogamy.

Thinking that bi people will always leave their partners for someone of another gender.

Viewing bi people’s sexual orientation as performative and attention seeking.

Believing bi people to be manipulative or duplicitous.

Assuming that bi people are a threat to relationships/families.



Bi stereotyping



Bi exclusion
Providing no bi-specific services/resources and expecting bi people to be covered by 

heterosexual and gay/lesbian services and resources.

Claiming to speak for LGBT people and failing to include bi in the name or mission 

statement of the group.

Creating lists or setting up panels on LGBT issues with minimal or no bi representation.

Questioning if bi people with different-gender partners should be allowed in LGBT spaces. 

Suggesting bi people are ‘betraying the cause’ of acceptance of same-gender relationships 

by ‘not being gay enough’



Bi exclusion



Bi erasure

Assuming that everyone is either heterosexual or lesbian/gay.

Referring to homophobia or homophobia and transphobia rather than homophobia, 

biphobia and transphobia when discussing anti-LGBT attitudes, behaviours and 

structures.

Assuming someone’s orientation based on the gender of their current partner.

Failing to notice or believe biphobia or call out the invisibility of bi people within LGBT 

work.



Bi erasure



What can you do?

Awareness 

raising

Celebrate Educate

It’s not all doom and gloom



Josephine Baker Sylvia Rivera Frida Kahlo

Lou Reed David Bowie Virginia Woolf Shakespeare

Brenda HowardJanis Joplin

Marlene Dietrich



Janelle Monae Lady Gaga Rupert Raj Roxanne Gay Lani Ka'ahumanu

Alan CummingRina Sawayama Tessa ThompsonFrank Ocean Ericka Hart



Celebrating and awareness raising

Blog posts / articles

Lunch and learns

Bi inclusive signaling – laces, lanyards, mugs, stickers

Videos

Posters

Profiling
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Being out and open in the workplace?

• 6% of lesbians, 8% of gay men, and 55% of bisexual people are not 
out in British workplaces (See & Hunt, 2011)

• 50% of lesbians, 48% of gay men, versus only 11% of bisexual people 
reported that most or all of their colleagues knew about their 
sexuality (Pew Research Centre, 2013)

• Pansexual, asexual, and plurisexual people



Invisibility in workplace policies

• Workplace policies have traditionally privileged 
heterosexual employees

• More recently lesbian and gay people have been 
somewhat included in workplace policies

• Bisexual, pansexual, asexual, and plurisexual people 
and their identities are often invisible or invalidated 
within workplace policies and workplace culture



Feelings of exclusion

• Equal rights and diversity related marketing frequently framed 
around same sex/gender relationships

• Bisexual (and perhaps pansexual, asexual, and plurisexual) people 
can feel invisible, excluded, and silenced 

• Bisexual (and perhaps pansexual, asexual, and plurisexual) people 
may feel they are considered allies rather than fully fledged 
members of LGTBQ+ networks 



Experiences of the workplace

• Higher levels of personal and work related bullying and of 
workplace harassment / verbal stigmatisation among bisexual 
people

• Low staff satisfaction rates

• Pansexuality, asexuality, plurisexuality, and multiple 
marginalisation?



Barriers to being out and open

• How to come out as bisexual, pansexual, asexual, or plurisexual? 

• Private identities in public spaces 

• The importance of identity? 

• Bisexual marginalisation and biphobia 

• Work specific sexuality stereotypes

• How out and open? 



Visibility matters!

Being out and open understood to be personally and professionally 
beneficial 

Bisexuality, pansexuality, asexuality, and plurisexualities may be 
unspeakable which perpetuates invisibility and impacts on workplace 
experience
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Anna Rice

My pronouns are they/them



“ Finding the LGBT community was like 
joining a new club that I (technically) 
belonged to, but when I arrived to pick up my 
towel and complimentary gym pass, my 

membership was called into question.”

o Anna Aagenes, Bi activist 





Intersectionality 

Age
Gender

Sexuality

Disability

Ethnicity

Socio-economic
Mental health

Faith



Personal experience

“I openly identify as queer. I was nervous 
when my husband started working in my 

office, that people would doubt my 
queerness.”



Bi-erasure or Biphobia?

Not recognising the existence 
of Bisexual people

Dislike or hatred of Bisexual 
people



Is there bi-erasure? 

 Do you assume that gay and lesbian role models are all that is needed?

 Do you call people straight or gay depending on their current relationship?

 Do you use “gay” as a shorthand for LGBTQ+?

 Do you offer your support services to those in “straight appearing” relationships?



Is there (blatant) bi-phobia?

 Do you refuse to accept any need for bi-specific services?

 Do you refuse to include bisexual employees in networks?

 Are you blocking bi-specific events due to a dislike of bisexuality?

 Do you assume bi employees are lying, promiscuous, confused?

 Do you view bisexual men with disgust or disbelief?





Percentage who said they had not been discriminated against 
in the last 12 months

Heterosexual 84%

Bisexual 83%

Other 100%



Percentage who agree that they feel empowered by managers 
to do their job

Heterosexual 83%

Bisexual 83%

Other 100%



- practical tips and ideas



Outreach & Events

• Podcast

a chance to ask anything (respectfully!)

• Intranet articles 

a chance to share stories and lived experiences 

• Specific Bi-awareness training

a chance to highlight Bi-specific issues and triumphs 



Visibility 

• Visible role models 

including intersectionality

• Network 

with a visible and diverse committee 

• Visible allies

anyone can be an bi-ally, including LGBTQ+ people



Exercise: identifying and tackling exclusion

We will give you three fictitious examples of an organisation’s work where bi-exclusionary 

practices have occurred, usually accidentally or unknowingly. 

You have 10 minutes with the person or people next to you to work through as many of 

the scenarios as you’d like to. 

1. We’d like to you to identify what about the activity described is bi exclusionary.

2. What immediate fixes could the organisation put in place to make some of their 

activities bi inclusive?

3. What longer term cultural fixes would you suggest to ensure this area of work is bi 

inclusive? 



Example

The bullying and harassment policy explicitly bans bullying on the basis of sexual 

orientation and explains ‘an example of this could be ostracising or excluding a colleague 

because they are gay by being unwilling to work with them or not wishing to speak to 

them.’

1.The policy should also contain a specific example of what biphobia looks like.

2. You should revise the policy to include this.

3. You should review all of your policies to ensure they’re not excluding any part of the 

LGBT community. Additionally, best practice is always evolving, so make sure you review 

your policies regularly.



Asking monitoring questions at recruitment stage including: ‘What is your sexual orientation? 

Please choose from heterosexual/straight, lesbian, gay, bisexual.’

The CEO has uploaded a photo of himself at an IDAHOT event to the intranet, captioned “Our 

organisation is a welcoming place for all gay and trans staff and I’m pleased to be attending 

this event to mark the International Day Against Homophobia and Transphobia”.

A new starter mentions he and his wife will be attending to Pride to support their gay son. 

Given this show of support, he’s then asked if he would like to join the organisation’s LGBT 

Allies network.

1. We’d like to you to identify what about the activity described is bi exclusionary.

2. What immediate fixes could the organisation do to make their activities bi inclusive?

3. What longer term cultural fixes would you suggest to ensure this work is bi inclusive? 



Monitoring

Asking monitoring questions at recruitment stage including: ‘What is your sexual 

orientation? Please choose from heterosexual/straight, lesbian/gay, bisexual.’

1. Using ‘bisexual’ instead of ‘bi’. Not providing a space for people to write in their own 

term. Not alphabetising the terms
j

2. You should change the monitoring form to reflect the above.
j

3. You should train staff on why you use ‘bi’ as opposed to ‘bisexual’. You should learn 

more about the differences between sexual and romantic orientation.



Communications
The CEO has uploaded a photo of himself at an IDAHOT event to the intranet, captioned 

“Our organisation is a welcoming place for all gay and trans staff and I’m pleased to be 

attending this event to mark the International Day Against Homophobia and Transphobia”.

1.The communication doesn’t mention bi staff. The name should be IDAHOBIT (the 

International Day Against Homophobia, Biphobia and Transphobia).
j

2.You should amend, or ask the CEO, to amend his communication to include ‘bi staff’ 

and ‘biphobia’.
j

3. You should ensure all internal and external communications don’t exclude bi people, 

and, where appropriate, make specific reference to bi people and biphobia. If you’re 

holding an LGBT event, make sure it truly reflects all parts of the community. You should 

also celebrate Bi Visibility Day on 23 September.



Networks

A new starter mentions he and his wife will be attending to Pride to support their gay son. 

Given this show of support, he’s then asked if he would like to join the organisation’s 

LGBT Allies network.

1.The man identifies as bi – asking him to join the Allies network has presumed he isn’t 

LGBT.
j

2. Don’t assume somebody’s identity, on the basis of their current partner’s gender or on 

any other basis.
j

3. You should train all staff on bi identities and specifically on bi erasure. In inductions, all 

starters should be told about all available the networks you have available, so their 

knowledge of them isn’t based on what others may assume about their identity.



Q&A
Join by entering slido.com on your browser and 

enter the code #J523





Thank you for attending this workshop.

Lunch is now being served in Marble 
Hall.


